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Masking tape is made of a thin and easy-to-tear paper, is lightlyMasking tape is made of a thin and easy-to-tear paper, is lightly
adhesive and can be smoothly applied and removed without leaving aadhesive and can be smoothly applied and removed without leaving a
mark from any surface and does not cause any damage. Masking tapesmark from any surface and does not cause any damage. Masking tapes
is also water and heat resistant.is also water and heat resistant.

  
Aris adhesive tape private limited is a trusted masking tape supplierAris adhesive tape private limited is a trusted masking tape supplier
based in Kolkata, West Bengal, India. Aris supplies all types of adhesivebased in Kolkata, West Bengal, India. Aris supplies all types of adhesive
tapes as per the requirement of customers. All of tapes supplied by ustapes as per the requirement of customers. All of tapes supplied by us
passes the quality check and match the industrial standards.passes the quality check and match the industrial standards.

Masking tapes are readily available in following size and lengthMasking tapes are readily available in following size and length

18 mm * 20 - meter Masking Tape18 mm * 20 - meter Masking Tape
24mm * 15 - meter Masking Tape24mm * 15 - meter Masking Tape
24mm * 20 - meter Masking Tape24mm * 20 - meter Masking Tape
24mm * 40- meter Masking Tape24mm * 40- meter Masking Tape
48mm* 15 - meter Masking Tape48mm* 15 - meter Masking Tape
Note : Customize sizes available on requestNote : Customize sizes available on request

 Masking tapes are available in white and brown colours. Masking tapes are available in white and brown colours.
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SUPPLIERSUPPLIER

Aris Polymer Adhesive TapeAris Polymer Adhesive Tape

AddressAddress 6, Brabourne Road, B.B.D. Bagh6, Brabourne Road, B.B.D. Bagh
Vaishno ChambersVaishno Chambers
Kolkata 700001Kolkata 700001
West Bengal, IndiaWest Bengal, India

Contact PersonContact Person Ashok VoraAshok Vora
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail arisadhesivetape@gmail.comarisadhesivetape@gmail.com

Aris Polymer adhesive tape private limited is a Kolkata based leadingAris Polymer adhesive tape private limited is a Kolkata based leading
tape manufacturers & Suppliers. We provide original and high-qualitytape manufacturers & Suppliers. We provide original and high-quality
products with technological up gradation in Indian market. Our teamproducts with technological up gradation in Indian market. Our team
ensures that the tapes is passed in the quality check and does theensures that the tapes is passed in the quality check and does the
research for setting industrial standards.research for setting industrial standards.

 We have a team of professionals who work relentlessly to deliver the We have a team of professionals who work relentlessly to deliver the
best end product to our clients. Our expertise professionals possessbest end product to our clients. Our expertise professionals possess
rich industrial experience and are well-versed with every latestrich industrial experience and are well-versed with every latest
procedure that could enable us in delivering premium quality of ourprocedure that could enable us in delivering premium quality of our
wide array of products. The resultant studies and reports have enabledwide array of products. The resultant studies and reports have enabled
us to understand the requirements of our clients in an effective wayus to understand the requirements of our clients in an effective way
thus tasting the ever-rising success in the global market place.thus tasting the ever-rising success in the global market place.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/aris-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/aris-
polymer-adhesive-tape-13952polymer-adhesive-tape-13952
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